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LEGAL

DISCLAIMER

The information provided in this whitepaper should not be construed as
legal advice, investment advice tax advice, or any other type of advice
under any circumstances. It is critical that you do your own analysis or
seek expert ﬁnancial advice in conjunction with, and verify any
information that you see on our website and desire to rely on, whether for
the purpose of making an investment or otherwise. In this whitepaper,
BRADS International Private Limited delivers a streamlined set of
information to give you with critical understanding related to a concept
that might be the business. This whitepaper's presentation of advice, facts,
and ﬁgures does not represent an o er or a solicitation for the sale or buy
(for cash or in exchange) of any securities. BRADS International Private
Limited is a registered entity that specializes in e-commerce, digital
exchange platform, digital wallets, online payments and online gaming
podiums. BRADS International Private Limited reserves all rights.
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NOTICE

Copyright protection is in place for all material appearing on the website
"Whitepaper." You may not copy, reproduce, distribute, perform, publish,
display, change, make derivative works, transmit, or otherwise exploit any
such content, nor may you disseminate any part of it over a network or
export it to any country or territory where a dispensation is restricted.
Without the prior written permission of BRADS International Private
Limited, duplicating or gathering any content other than what is provided
is completely prohibited. A central administrative agency or government
authority has not given its approval to this whitepaper. Anyone who obtain
this whitepaper in any form, and who has a separate and unique legal right
to do so, must abide by regulatory legislation.
Please contact bradscoin.com for permission to use the content or for
more information.
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Introduction

BRADSCoin (BDC) is a virtual asset that is aiming to revolutionize the way
people utilize the asses they have invested in. This utility token is
universally adaptable through the multi-brand platforms powered by
BRADS International Pvt. Ltd. BRADSCoin is built on ERC-20 tokens,
creating an opportunity for a positive presence in the industry.
BRADSCoin started in the year 2019 with a value of 0.65 USD per BDC
token. It was created with the idea of supporting the future line of
upcoming businesses, where cryptocurrency is the prime catalyst for all.
The technological matrix can be used for transactions on the platforms
created by us and other decentralized podiums accepting crypto..
This strong and e cient technological model is implemented for
maximizing the proﬁtability and scalability of BRADSCoin, leveraging
global expansion, connecting, and automatizing cross-border exchange
by decentralized means.
In the upcoming years, the company aims to become a hub for creating
and optimizing the utility of crypto assets within a digital environment. The
target is to become a multi-brand platform under one roof, implementing
BRADSCoin and watching it become the standard acceptable form of
currency replacing ﬁat as a model of agreement.
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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

The principal SBU of BRADS, BRADSCoin (BDC), is a utility token based on
ERC-20 that exists independently in the distributed ledger and serves as
the catalyst for this versatile digital marketplace. It can be used as a basic
kind of modern digital investment and later utilized to make online
purchases. It can conduct important digital transactions using a secure
blockchain network. BRADS is also introducing e-commerce to the ever
growing digital community, eBRADS, which specializes in handicrafts and
one-of-a-kind handloom products from a variety of manufacturers of the
prestigious tradition's specialty art. This portal allows users to e ortlessly
deal using the invested cryptocurrency BRADSCoin (BDC), which acts as a
medium of exchange for the desired product. We are the ones that are
launching BRADS|X. It is a cryptocurrency exchange that provides a simple
and e ective way to trade digital assets. This exchange allows users to
quickly transfer crypto assets. BRADS|X is designed with an emergency
withdrawal feature for BRADSCoin investors on the run. For simpler and
faster transactions, we are launching the BRADSPay app, an easy
payment method that will allow our users to earn points when transacting
with crypto tokens and redeem them in future purchases. BRADS is
committed to maximizing the utility of crypto assets and will have a
positive impact on the world. With exact solutions, we hope to make crypto
a more e cient means of exchanging values within the community. Make
a di erence today by investing in cryptocurrency, speciﬁcally BRADSCoin.
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VISION &

MISSION

VISION
To curate a one-stop solution for all palatial desires, connecting every
individual to a worry-free experience. We aim to tame the concerns of
your daily life and create a secured future for you and your upcoming
generation. We aim to disrupt the crypto space thereby providing
developer-friendly APIs and seamless integration to revolutionize online
payments.

MISSION
To implement business by delivering the best consumer experience,
catering solutions for all ﬁnancial inconvenience, blending e-commerce
with virtual currency and assured returns on every penny spent.
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PROBLEM

Since the inception of cryptocurrency, the virtual asset holders have been
plagued with the inability to make use of their holdings. These encrypted
tokens bar the purchase of goods and service, as was intended before its
inception. Processing, crypto payments, acceptance, and verifying them
is a foreign concept to a lot of merchants, website owners, and
consumers. The volatile marketplace and the development of blockchain
technology is creating a quite a number of hassles in the e-commerce
forum. Hence, the usefulness of crypto assets in such platforms is being
questioned. Despite the beneﬁts of crypto payments enabled by
blockchain, digital payments, and other facilities like as ultra-cheap rates,
speed, and a low barrier to participation, the market is yet to see a clear
and development in transactional security. Buyers and merchants want
and expect a strong consumer protection mechanism that safeguards
their purchases and o ers refunds. BRADS Platform aims to tackle this
problem of mutual trust by providing a payment gateway solution that
would impact the consumer behaviour.
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SOLUTION

The goal of BRADSCoin is to create a next generation payment gateway
solution, allowing the purchase of goods and services conﬁdently from
merchants. We intend to combine sophisticated consumer protection and
dispute resolution mechanisms. Merchants can use API that will allow
them to receive ﬁat currency directly from cryptocurrency buyers, which
protects them from market volatility and lowers the risk of accepting
Ethereum / Bitcoin. BRADS e-commerce solutions are services that
enable a us to conduct transactions electronically, including ones that
allow traditional businesses to design, construct, and manage websites on
the Internet. To accommodate the demand of the new consumer who
prefers to stay indoors, the company plans to expand its supply chain
while also enhancing safety and security standards. This online
ecosystem will provide shoppers and merchants, with a seamless and
immersive crypto e-commerce experience. Our vision is to become the
turning point for the adoption of crypto by being the most reliable,
e cient, and user-friendly crypto e-commerce ecosystem. We are the
future of decentralized e-commerce/ We are De-Commerce.
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BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
&

BRADS

A blockchain is similar to a distributed ledger. It is an open-source
technology that o ers an alternative to the traditional intermediaries for
transferring the cryptocurrency and making transactions with them.
There is an attempt to collectively verify the ecosystem and blockchain
technology o ers a great degree of security, traceability, and speed. An
armored approach to your digital transactions got you covered by our
BRADS blockchain technology.
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ICO and
its Purpose

ICO will yield massive returns on investments (ROI) made by the clients.
ICO refers to the Initial Coin O ering or Initial Currency O ering to our
investors. BRADSCoin will ideally hold a form of crowdfunding done by our
business organization. It is a very popular method that will be adopted for
raising money for the creation of new apps, new coins, or for the launch of
di erent unique services by us. ICO of BRADSCoin will have utilities for the
software services and the o ered products where BDC tokens can be
utilized. In the BRADSCoin ICO, the investors may buy the coins o ered.
They are also entitled to receive new tokens issued by us. The number of
currencies bought represents a certain number of stakes in the upcoming
projects by BRADS. For participation in ICO, one needs to initially purchase
a digital currency. The basic idea of using cryptocurrency exchanges and
wallets turns out to be an additional beneﬁt for the participants. ICO is very
free in terms of its structure and gives beneﬁcial returns to the investors.
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BRADSCoin

BRADSCoin (BDC) is a utility token, powered by BRADS International Pvt.
Ltd. It is a virtual currency based on the decentralized approach. It exists
independently in the blockchain, which makes it free from administration
by an upper authority.
This token is based on the ERC-20 tokens. It can be implemented as a
simple model of modern transactions in the growing and evolving
marketplace. It is backed and secured by a network of algorithms and
closely knitted encryptions. BRADSCoin will help you explore more easily
accessible ﬁnancial relations in a theft-free and anti-hackable
framework.
This utility token once acquired can be used in all the platforms that
accept cryptocurrency as a method of payment in exchange for their
products and services. BRADSCoin (BDC) provides a high-quality layer to
our ecosystem of digital utilities. It can be used on our upcoming
platforms and act as a reward for our investors, consumers, and
promoters, letting them earn ample returns on their investments. The
long-term goal of BRADSCoin lies in being the major currency in the utility
forums, maximizing use in the multi-platforms brought up by BRADS
International.
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The organization also issues its coin, which is based on the Ethereum
Blockchain and the ERC20 standard. This aims to ensure that the global
circulation of BRADSCoin is supported by a commercial ﬁnancial
application ecosystem. This decentralized coin was intended to suit the
ﬁnancial transaction needs of its owners on a daily basis.
Foundation:
Incorporating Digital Commerce, Digital Revolution, Lifestyle products.
Wallet:
Multi-currency wallet.
CPG and Retail:
Ensuring the authenticity of high-value goods and preventing fraudulent
transactions.
Bonus Program:
Bounty, Loyalty, and Referral Program
Exchange:
Buy, sell, trade cryptocurrency
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TH

PRE-ICO START DATE: 7 MARCH, 2019
TH

ICO START DATE : 13 NOVEMBER, 2019
ROUNDS : 1ST PRE-SALE , FIRST ROUND
TOKEN POOL SUPPLY : 20,000,00
PRE-ICO ROUND VALUE : 0.65$
ICO ROUND VALUE : 1.5$
ACCEPTED CRYPTOS : ETH
TOKEN PROTOCOL: ETH, ERC 20
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CRYPTOCURRENCY

PAYMENT GATEWAY

Our payments are as borderless as we are. We support all the major
currencies worldwide and power businesses in multiple countries across
nearly every industry. We are happy to assist global companies in
achieving faster growth through the use of blockchain technology. The
initiative makes use of the BDC coin to enable users of the BDC app to
make cross-border transactions at a very cheap cost. More than a million
people will use the BRADS|PAY app throughout the world. Furthermore,
because BDC may be received via the BDC app and used to buy a variety
of services without requiring a bank account, a section of the world's
unbanked population now has the opportunity to make a living online. We
have our own cryptocurrency payment gateway. The goal is to make it
simple, secure, and cost-e ective for individuals and businesses to send
and receive decentralized quick payments from one part of the world to
another.
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BRADS PAY
PAY

We are giving this simple installment choice for purchasing and selling
things, with a one-tap arrangement readily available. Being e ectively
open in nature, it is an e ort by our organization for incorporating a multicurrency platform that uses ERC 20 decentralized network. We are
facilitating in-app bills being entirely supported with the aid of using the
charging gateway. There is a smooth integration with third-party
shopping carts. Compatibility and userfriendliness have been taken
special care of for amalgamating with the e-BRADS store easily. A device
account number may be allocated for ensuring secured transmission of
the credit score card details. NFC technology is used to save you from
fraudulent activities. BRADS Pay could have reaped beneﬁts with the
inclusion of sections for referral codes, sale cut price coupons, and
promotional tokens.
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WALLET
PAY

We've made every e ort in our digital marketplace to make transactions
as simple as possible for you. In the BRADS Wallet, one can store an
unlimited number of crypto assets and swap them with ease with other
cryptocurrency tokens. Get your preferred commodities with the help of
BRADS Wallet. At the same time, assets and items from our
commercialized portal connect to the Ethereum network and establish
communication.
The data collected from the nodes are used to create the information
presented in the BRADS Wallet. BRADS Wallet is a digital marketplace that
allows you to discover BRADSCoin. The history of the transactions is kept
track of, allowing for the creation of a transparent ledger and the
elimination of the need for a ﬁnancial report. With the help of this wallet,
you may trade major altcoins. It can be accessed for personal use using
the users' own private accounts. Multi-signature accounts allow it to be
utilized for large-scale business objectives at the same time. It is no longer
impossible to have easy access across many devices and to make the best
use of the assets. One can purchase their preferred goods from the eBRADS website using the BRADS Wallet. This option has made shopping
from an ecommerce site much easier for our users. Digital / online wallet is
a payment tool for clients, companies that sends, receives, or stores
money.
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EXCHANGE

A crypto exchange is a platform on which you may purchase and promote
cryptocurrency. You can use the exchange to change - one crypto for
some other, like changing BDC to Ether, U.S.Dollar to cryptocurrencies.
Exchanges reﬂect present-day marketplace rates of the cryptocurrencies
they o er. You also can convert cryptocurrencies again into the U.S. Dollar
or some other forex on an alternate, to leave as cash/coins inside your
account (in case you need to change again into crypto later) or withdraw
for your everyday ﬁnancial institution account. A digital currency platform
is a stage giving an allowance to the shoppers for exchanging crypto
resources. These incorporate government-issued currencies and other
virtual monetary forms. BRADS has arranged its own crypto trade –
BRADS|X, which serves to be the ordinary market producer. We are
exceptionally broad, similar to each other crypto trade allowing the clients
to buy the crypto resources of their decision in return for their current ﬁat
reserves. Crypto resource exchanging has never been simpliﬁed than this.
With BRADS|X, trade crypto resources without the feeling of dread toward
confronting security give that generally inﬂuence di erent trades, for
them being brought together in nature. High exchanging volumes relate to
your full authority over the trade. O ering farewell to the customary
method for trading cash is made less complex and more open in nature
with our very customized exchange.
BDC has been listed as an internationally reputed digital company. This
contributes to the interests of investors and dealers. More will be listed in
the near future. All BDC tokens and wallet users get the easiest and fastest
access to the world.
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HOW TO USE

BRADSCoin (BDC), being a utility token can be used in acquiring products
and services from our other platforms. This crypto asset can be exchanged
as a form of value, similar to ﬁat currency in our e-commerce portal eBRADS, forgetting what is desired from a wide variety of unique choices.
With an investment made in BDC, the user will be provided a wallet, where
they can store more than one cryptocurrency. It can be easily linked to the
BRADSPay payment application, enabling undisturbed access and simple
transactions to be carried out in di erent branch brands o ered by
BRADS, and other websites.
The user or owner of BRADSCoin will be able to pay using these tokens at
websites or businesses that accept cryptocurrency as a form of payment. It
is a standard coin for needs in the real world.
BRADS|X, which is an interactive cryptocurrency exchange will be allowing
easy swap of BDC tokens with other virtual assets. It is an e ortless and
e cient service for trading crypto assets in lesser time. BRADS|X is
developed with a special feature of emergency withdrawal for our
investors, making it a safe choice backed by security. The exchange has
been created by us with the objective of stimulating the usage of BDC
tokens more.
With payments made by BRADSCoin in our digital marketplace, one can
avail of special discounts and o ers, along with rewards that can be
redeemed in their next purchase from e-BRADS. So, if you are worried
about how to use the crypto holdings in your wallet, we are here with our
multiple products and services under one roof to make crypto investments
a wise choice and the future of the digital marketplace.

CRYPTO EXCHANGE
CRYPTOCURRENCY

E-COMMERCE

DIGITAL PAYMENT
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E-COMMERCE

E-commerce has become a very acceptable form of the marketplace for
all. It is a digital forum where people buy and sell their products. It is a
business model that allows ﬁrms and other individuals to acquire and sell a
wide range of commodities over the internet. We, at BRADS, have
revolutionized the conventional approach to acquiring assets. It is an
international B2B / B2C platform, consisting of all the essential
commodities, starting from handicrafts to designed apparel. We are
establishing a connection all over the globe for delivering our reliable,
innovative, and secure e-commerce solutions with our minutely curated
platform, eBRADS. We di erentiate ourselves in terms of ease, reliability,
and e cacy, creating a win-win scenario for all. Our e-commerce website
has the most unique items procured from the rural corners of the world.
BRADS intends to bridge the gap between the rural and the urban
industries, bringing to your plate a diverse variety of products, easily
delivered at your doorstep draped in nostalgia. In our digital marketplace,
we are creating the maximum utility of our cryptocurrency – BRADSCoin.
We have developed a bridge of crypto-commerce utility, where a user is
enabled to pay for their purchases with the help of the BRADSCoin owned
by them. There is an acceptance of both crypto and ﬁat payments, as an
exchange of value for the products. The mission underlying the venture is
to minimize the existing gaps between the traders belonging from
di erent seams of the communities. We are also o ering rewards on
crypto payments and user-friendly features with the promotion of cultural
values in a cross-border environment. Therefore, get your desired unique
products from e-BRADS with the help of BRADSCoin. Earn points on every
purchase, and redeem them to acquire your next favorite goodie. We
di erentiate ourselves in terms of ease, reliability, and e cacy, creating a
win-win scenario for all.
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FUND
UTILISATION

Primary Development: 30% of the funds received during the ICO will be
allocated for the development of our primary entities who own BRADSCoin.
Marketing: 25% of the funds gained from the ICO will be utilized for the
promotion of BRADSCoin and the digital ecosystem. Marketing will be done
via direct and indirect methods, which include media publications and
events.
Outreach: 25% of the funds will be used for educating the general public
about BRADSCoin and the blockchain technology it uses. This can be
accomplished by organizing conferences, expos, and similar events. The
more people are aware of the BRADS digital ecosystem and distributed
ledger, the more they will be comfortable with the framework and the
technology we are executing.
Functional Operations: 15% of the raised funds will be reserved to meet
these costs. With the expansion of utility platforms for BRADSCoin, and to
meet the demands of cryptocurrency exchange, the working capital is an
important factor.
Legal and Compliance: 5% of the funds will be allocated for meeting the
legal requirements, which will make an allowance for BRADSCoin to operate
in a global market. Although there is a growth of blockchain-based services
at an exponential rate. However, there is still ignorance about their
potential. Therefore, hindrances like these in the process may fail to keep up
with the progress of smart and distributed ledger.
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TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION

Private Sale: 12% of tokens will be available for private sale.
PRE-ICO Sale: 10% of the tokens will be available for PRE-ICO buyers, which
will be used to pay necessary expenditures such as smart contract audit,
consultancy fee, and legal advisor fee, along with social media
campaigns.
Investor’s sale: 55% of our tokens will be made available to the public.
Team: 10% of the token will be distributed among the team members.
Advisors & Experts: 8% of the tokens will be retained under BRADS, which is
to be distributed among the advisors & experts.
BOUNTY: 5% of the tokens will be reserved as bounty for those people who
will contribute their valuable skills and experiences to spread and speed
up the BRADS Project.
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PARTNERSHIP

Our Listings:
BRADSCoin (BDC Token), the primary SBU of BRADS International Pvt. Ltd.
is now listed in Uniswap, one of the most recognized exchanges for
acquiring your desired choice of cryptocurrency. You can easily swap
your current crypto asset holdings with BDC tokens on this mobile
application or website of Uniswap. We are also listed on Guarda,
Paraswap, DexGuru, Balancer, Cowswap, 1 inch exchange, & many more,
where you can easily buy and sell BRADSCoin tokens. Acquiring crypto
assets is made simpler, and we are focusing on all aspects to make this
utility token a part of your future payments/transactions, replacing ﬁat in
an e cient way.
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ANTI MONEY
LAUNDERING

BRADSCoin is an active international market player and therefore plays
an important role in compliance with international Anti-Money Laundering
and Combating the Financing of Terrorism (AML & CFT) standards. Certain
policies covering AML & CFT requirements in BRADS are upgraded on a
regular basis in the constantly changing environment of AML & CFT
regulations, with the best market practices. BRADS welcomes every
person who is interested in our project and supports us by investing in
BRADSCoin (BDC). We do not discriminate against any user based on
religion, race, color, gender, or any other class protected by law. We are
developing a sustainable, transparent, and safe ecosystem. Hence, it is
important for us to know our clients and provide them with legally solid
solutions. We will implement e cient and highquality Know Your
Customer (KYC) procedures to ensure compliance with the procedures..
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Risk
Factors

The whitepaper has been designed for a better understanding of the potential
risk factors, beneﬁts, and costs associated with this business project. This piece
of the document should not be considered a solicitation or investment o er,
regulated by law. The data, real situations, and people could be purely
coincidental. By holding, acquiring, and using BRADS products and services, the
participant assumes and acknowledges the following risks: The acquisition of
BDC from BRADS is suitable for people who are ﬁnancially capable of evaluating
the risks and beneﬁts associated with the investment. They are professionally
advised with regard to coin acquisition. The person must have enough ﬁnancial
resources in case of any losses su ered. The wallet is important to acquire, hold,
and dispose of the tokens. The participant is responsible for setting up the wallet
and is responsible for implementing the necessary measures required to secure
the wallet. There can be a loss of BDC, and its utilization in the branches of BRADS,
if the participant, is failing to maintain his wallet. The participants failed to follow
the procedures as set by BRADS in the Terms for acquiring and utilization of these
assets in the concerned forums may also lead to loss of BDC.
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ROADMAP

Smart Contract creation
We ourselves listed in the
multiple exchanges across the globe

Scaling the Proof of Concept
Actual Deployment
Business partnership

Team Onboarding
Regulatory compliance
Building the Design
Tech development
First ICO was launched
Formation of community for this token
Project ideation & Initial funding
Developing the Use Case
MVP
Develop Proof of Concept
Initial phases of its launch (Pre-Sale)
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SAFETY OF
USERS

BRADS TOKEN will go to great lengths to ensure that consumers have
access to a cutting-edge security system that includes Two-step authentication.
Password Manager.
Bio-metric scanning.
The goal of this security system is to keep unauthorized people out of their
BDC wallets We shall not save access credentials on our systems or on our
website. All sensitive information will not be accessible to any third parties
or unauthorized users. The BDC infrastructure and systems are inspected
and conﬁrmed on a regular basis. The goal is to get the systems and
infrastructure to perform ﬂawlessly. All of the veriﬁcation procedures
could result in the gathering, recording, and analysis of client data that our
systems receive, transmit, and store.
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DISCRETION

Every single transfer users make, will be recorded and encrypted by our
system. All users' BDC wallet accounts on our site will be encrypted as well.
The number of BDC wallets that can be linked to a user's proﬁle will be
limited to a great extent. Only the BDC coin development team will have
access to this information. It will aid in the resolution of conﬂicts and the
provision of information. BRADSCoin group is dedicated to preserving the
environment. All of the users' personal information is encrypted in a
foolproof manner. This covers the safeguarding of email addresses,
passwords, and other sensitive information. This safeguards BDC users
from hacking and data leaks. Users’ information, passwords, and wallets
will be una ected even in the worst-case situation.
Ø There is no way to access the data.
Ø There is no way to send money. Making it virtually impossible for any

third party to interfere
BRADSCoin will not disclose any of its users' personal information to third
parties. We may, however, legitimately disclose users' personal
information with law enforcement agencies if necessary. These thirdparty
a liates or companies/organizations, such as intermediate banks or
prepaid card service providers, are not under the jurisdiction of
BRADSCoin. The information provided is in accordance with a contract.
The information you enter is completely conﬁdential and will only be used
or processed in order to perform the service. As a result, you are
encouraged to go through our policies in detail on our website.
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OUR TEAM

Devang Modi
Founder
devang@bradscoin.com

Vishnu Surekha
Chief Business Advisor
vishnu@bradscoin.com

Mitsuo Matsutani
CEO-Japan,China,Africa
mitsuo@bradscoin.com

Ayush Kumar
Chief Marketing Ofcer
dm@bradscoin.com

Tanvir Ansari
Chief Technical Ofcer
tanvir@bradscoin.com
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CONCLUSION

To make life easier for users, a parallel currency is required. This is
precisely the purpose of the bitcoin concept. For this, cryptocurrency must
be adopted in all corners of the world. Only comprehensive
cryptocurrency solutions may be capable of accomplishing this feat. The
desired solution is BRADS TOKEN. This multi-utility token addresses all of
the issues that traditional currency presents to users. This multi-utility
token enables you to e ortlessly make secure, quick, digital, and
decentralized payments in a variety of situations. The solution is the BDC
TOKEN. This multi-utility token addresses all of the issues that traditional
currency presents to users. This multi-utility token enables you to
e ortlessly make secure, quick, digital, and decentralized payments in a
variety of situations. BDC TOKEN is a decentralized ﬁnancial transaction
medium with a built-in ecosystem. Users will beneﬁt from this ecosystem in
a variety of ways. BDC TOKEN is a decentralized platform and
cryptocurrency that was created to overcome market constraints and
promote global cryptocurrency usage.
Today, there are over 8000 cryptocurrencies available in the world.
However, none of them are properly addressing these concerns. BDC
TOKEN, on the other hand, is distinct from all other cryptocurrencies. It's a
secure, quick, mobile-based, digital, and decentralized solution in your
hands. This solution can ensure that you have easy access to your
accounts. Overall, it is a truly decentralized payment mechanism. Users
will primarily beneﬁt from a global and competitive money transfer
system. This system will be able to assist in the exchange of both FIAT and
cryptocurrencies, as well as vice versa.
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CONTACT

D
+91-9831444000

+91 7439512634
7439512630

Hinterbergstr,49, CH-6 312, Steinhausen.

info@bradinternational.com

bradscoin.com
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